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Abstract 

The interference of L1 on L2 is a major area of research in the linguistic domain, particularly in phonetics 

and phonology in recent times. Gwandara language has yet to be explored in this regard. Gwandara 

speakers of English, like other speakers of English as a second language, are found with different levels of 

pronunciation difficulties. This is akin partly to the differences between the phonemic features of their 

mother tongue and that of the English, which show non-correspondence between the orthographic symbols 

(letters) and phonemic symbols (sounds), a situation that goes in contrast with most, if not all of our African 

languages. It is this compelling truth that prompted a research into the area so as to identify the similarities 

and dissimilarities between the two phonemic systems and to identify areas of English phonemic difficulties 

to the Gwandara speakers of English as a second language. Data were collected primarily from field work 

(through interviews). A random selection of respondents from the Gwandara population living in Shabu 

town, Kwandare town and Tudun Gwandara, all in Lafia LGA of Nasarawa State gave us the needed data 

for the analysis. Using the weak version of the contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) popularised by 

Wardhaugh, the study analysed the recorded field data (as transcribed), and found among others that the 

typical Gwandara natives erroneously articulate some English sounds into the environment they should not 

be found, for example, backing as ‘backingt’; bracket as ‘branket’; among as ‘amongt’; calculate as 

‘canculate’; within as ‘withint’; the as ‘de’; this as ‘dis’ etc. Given the findings of the research, it is 

concluded that no two languages exhibit the same linguistic properties. As such, Gwandara speakers of 

English encounter difficulties articulating some English phonemes due to differences in the phonemic 

systems of the two languages.  It is therefore recommended that the Gwandara natives should endeavour to 

be aware of their inherent English pronunciation problems as explored in this work, so as to improve on 

them, and to become fully aware that unlike their mother tongue, spellings and pronunciations do not match 

in English. Learning the rules of spelling does not necessarily mean learning the pronunciation of words in 

English; one needs to learn the rules of spelling separate from the rules of pronunciation. 
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Introduction 
A good number of linguists from diverse 

linguistic subfields have viewed language from 

their individual and group perspectives. Sapir 

defines language as “purely human and non-

instinctive method of communicating ideas, 

emotions and desires by means of a system of 

voluntarily produced symbols which are auditory 

and produced by the organs of speech” (8). Hall 

also defines language as “the institution whereby 

humans communicate and interact with each 

other by means of habitually used oral-auditory 

arbitrary symbols” (158). In the same vein, Bloch 

and Trager (5) cited in Lyons (3), view language 

as “a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means 

of which a social group co-operates”.  

However, sound is of uttermost 

importance to any language because any 

linguistic development begins with the 

identification or realisation of sound. So, any 

attempt to distort sound in any particular 

language amounts to mispronunciation, and any 

mispronunciation case presents a serious 

communication gap to the extent of bringing 

about misconception of meaning among 

interlocutors. This assertion is also confirmed by 

Lyons when he says: 

...language-systems are, to a very 

considerable extent, independent of 

the medium in which they are 

manifest, the natural or primary 

medium of human language is sound. 

For this reason, the study of sound is 

of more central importance in 

linguistics than is the study of writing, 

of gestures, or of any other language-

medium, whether actual or potential 

(66). 
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Being a West-Germanic sub-group of the 

Indo-European language family, English has been 

in a sorry situation in Nigeria as in many non-

native English speaking nations the world over, 

and this might not be entirely the fault of the 

users. The problem lies partly with the 

complicated phonemic system of the English 

language itself, a system so disjointed and 

irregular to the extent that for the largest part, it 

shows no direct resemblance at all with its 

orthographic rule. Such a system goes in direct 

opposite with most of our African languages’. 

This is because, unlike the English, our languages 

show for the most part clear matching between 

orthography (spelling system) and phonology 

(sound system or pronunciation rules). This 

system is called derivation, because it relies 

solely on derivations between orthography and 

phonology; i.e. the kind of relationship in which 

one is derived from the other. As noted in Yule 

and even in Cruttenden (details below), for 

English, however, the system is called 

parallelism, and it is because the relationship is 

not exactly like the former. Here the relationship 

is more of similarity than derivation. Parallelism 

here means the fact of being similar in 

development or form, which is why we often find 

mismatch between spellings and pronunciations 

in English. 

Yule puts that “If indeed the origins of 

the alphabetic writing system were based on a 

correspondence between single symbol and single 

sound type, then one might reasonably ask why 

there is such a frequent mismatch between the 

forms of written English and the sounds of 

spoken English” (14). Supporting further, 

Cruttenden has the following to say about English 

orthography: 

In the case of English, this sense of 

parallelism, rather than derivation, 

may be encouraged by the obvious 

lack of consistent relationship 

between sound and spelling. A written 

English, based on the Latin alphabet, 

has been constantly changing during 

this time, few basic changes of 

spelling have been made since the 

fifteenth century. The result is that 

written English is often an inadequate 

and misleading representation of the 

spoken language of today. Clearly it 

would be unwise, to say the least, to 

base our judgements concerning the 

spoken language on prejudices 

derived from the orthography (3-4). 

The researchers were motivated into this 

investigation by some observed speech features 

of some Gwandara speakers of English (as a 

second language) as they converse in English. 

This is observable when, for instance, a typical 

Gwandara native seems to wrongly pronounce 

some English words like backing as ‘backingt’; 

bracket as ‘branket’; among as ‘amongt’; 

calculate as ‘canculate’; within as ‘withint’; the 

as ‘de’; this as ‘dis’; etc. The researchers 

therefore intend to investigate and identify the 

specific English-word pronunciation problems to 

the Gwandara speakers of English as a second 

language with the aim of suggesting ways of 

improvement. 

The Gwandara People, Language and Culture 

Historically, Kano is believed to be the origin of 

Gwandara people. Ayih has it that the Gwandara 

people migrated from Kano in about 1476 in 

order to escape religious persecution or forced 

conversion to Islam, which had become the 

religion of court in Kano. Gwandara, under their 

leader Karshi, who was the son of the then chief, 

Muhammadu Rumfa were idol worshippers 

(pagans), hunters like many other citizens of 

Kano, and of course, reared plenty of dogs. 

Gwandara people adamantly refused to 

revert/convert to Islam and hence declared 

“Gwanda rawa da Sallah” meaning, “dance (idol 

worship) is better than Sallah (the Muslim 

prayer)”, and had consequently left Kano to be 

free from forced conversion (the enforcement of 

Islamic Shariah and fasting by Al-Magili). 

Hence, the name Gwandara followed them, a 

short form of the phrase Gwanda rawa da Sallah 

declared by them. (Ayih 55-57).  

In fact, a comprehensive account of the 

Gwandara traditional origins captured by Adamu 

Mahdi shows that in the former kingdom of 

Kano, which was originally inhabited by the 

Habe people (known today as Hausa), there was a 

time when the sarki insisted that all the people in 

the kingdom should become Muslims. “Many did 

under his pressure but others, mostly farmers and 

hunters, refused and some of them even opted to 
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move out”. Having left Kano, the Gwandara 

“travelled southwards via Zaria where they were 

said to have obtained permission from the 

authorities to settle in the southern reaches of the 

Zaria sphere of influence”. It was established 

later that: 

They were directed to the Benue 

valley, but on reaching the present 

Keffi Emirate, the beautiful virgin 

land there attracted them and they 

settled. Their first settlement was said 

to be Karshi. It was while they were 

there that an army from Zaria is said 

to have forced them to disperse to 

other places.... But they had already 

stayed long enough in isolation at 

Karshi to have developed a debased 

form of Hausa language (called 

zaurance in Hausa) (Adamu 28, 

Emphasis added). 

In his Karshi District Report of the colonial 

period, citing Temple (238), Varvill claims that 

“in the past conclusion has been liable to arise 

through the Gade and Gwari custom of terming 

the Gwandara “Koro”. The men of Karshi, like 

their fellow tribesmen in Karu District, style 

themselves “Gwandara” (5).  

The Gwandara belongs to the Chadic 

branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family (Shuji 

101). The language actually started as a debased 

form of Hausa, a jargon (known as zaurance), 

artificially carved out of their ancestral Habe 

language (i.e. Hausa in its primitive), for the 

purpose of communication among the fugitive 

group, which they developed to help distinguish 

themselves from their ancestral Hausa clan as 

they left Kano in order to escape religious 

persecution. But today, the language has been 

standardised and is currently undergoing stringent 

linguistic codification as a distinct language on its 

own shore in today’s north-central region of the 

nation. This therefore informs the scores of 

similarities between Gwandara and Hausa 

languages (Bako 18/1/2013). 

Hogben and Kirk-Greene confirm further 

that the Gwandara “language is in itself evidence 

of a Habe origin. It is plainly a primitive form of 

Hausa [which they carried along from Kano] 

from which all Arabic rooted words are omitted” 

(5). Finally, it is rather ironic the fact that today 

the majority of Gwandara people are Muslims 

(which was what actually drove them away from 

Kano in the first place). There are, however, few 

Christians among them, while pagans still exist 

among them in a negligible number. 

Mispronunciation 

Mispronunciation is at the centre of this 

research work. When a learner or a speaker of a 

language, especially a foreign or a second 

language learner, articulates some phoneme(s) of 

that language wrongly, that situation is termed 

mispronunciation. Mispronunciation can be a 

result of many reasons; chief among them is L1 

interference on L2, which this study appears to 

focus on. In his 1965 analysis on language 

teaching, Mackey observes that there is a big 

difference between learning an item and learning 

how to use it. He goes further to say if a learner 

does not have an item in his first language, he is 

likely to have problem with it when learning a 

second language, especially if the item is a 

phonetic one. This is mostly the area where 

linguists and phonologists the world over base 

their claim on transfer of mother tongue (MT)’s 

features into the target language (TL) features. 

It is therefore common to find a foreign 

learner or speaker of English speaking English 

with elements of his continental, regional, 

national or native features traceable in his own 

mother tongue. When, for example, a non-native 

speaker of English (especially a Nigerian speaker 

of English) mispronounces (a) hut /hʌt/ for hot 

/hɒt/; (b) cut /kʌt/ for cot /kɒt/; (c) love /lʌv/ for 

‘lov’ /lɒv/ or /lɔːv/, etc., we may be tempted to 

say he is speaking English with features of his 

first language. An attempt on the analysis of the 

above mispronunciations could aid in continuing 

our discussion. While hot /hɒt/ in (a), cot /kɒt/ in 

(b) are both English words unintended for by the 

speaker but a result of his mispronunciations of 

hut /hʌt/ and cut /kʌt/ respectively, ‘lov’ /lɒv/ or 

/lɔːv/ in (c) is totally absent in the English 

vocabulary. This is the situation where we can 

say the former is a case of malapropism, while 

the latter, a case of transfer or fossilisation (an 

interlanguage norm). While quoting Pit Corder 

(1981), Jowitt claims that: 

the term ‘interlanguage’ was 

introduced by Selinker in 1969 and 

was subsequently given a working 
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definition by him as ‘a separate 

linguistic system whose existence we 

are compelled to hypothesize, based 

upon the observed output which 

results from the (second language) 

learner’s attempted production of 

target language norm’. It can also be 

regarded as the production of 

psycholinguistic interaction between 

two linguistic systems, those of the 

MT [mother tongue] and the TL 

[target language]. The presence of 

some non-TL forms may be due to 

‘fossilization’, whereby a learner will 

retain for use in his interlanguage 

certain items and rules of his MT (52). 

On a final note, it is no doubt on this 

ground that Banjo elucidates further that English 

in Nigeria “has been ‘localized’ or ‘nativized’ by 

adopting some language features of its own, such 

as sounds, intonation patterns, sentence 

structures, words, expressions...(207).  

 

Letters of the English Alphabet: 

Upper Case: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

Lower Case: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (Mustapha, Understanding 112)  

Letters of the Gwandara Alphabet: 

Upper Case: A B D E G H I J K L M N O P R S T U W Y Z  

Lower Case: a b d e g h i j k l m n o p r s t u w y z (Mustapha, The Gwandara 11) 

Differences between English and Gwandara Orthographies/Alphabets 

First, note that the Gwandara /kp/, /gb/, /kw/, /gw/, /kj/, /gj/, /ts/, /tz/ & /ŋw/ are diaphragms which may only 

occur in the phonological realisation, not in the orthographic representation. This is also the case with those 

variants of vowel categories of a e i o and u. In summary, while English has up to twenty-six (26) letters of 

alphabet, Gwandara has only twenty-one (21) letters of alphabet; note too, the absence of the English 

letters, c f q v x in the Gwandara alphabet. 

Summary of English and Gwandara Sound Systems (Comparative Review) 

From all the discussions so far, we were made to understand that as regards the orthographies of the two 

languages under study, Gwandara has only twenty-one (21) letters of alphabet as against English with 

twenty-six (26) letters. Again, in terms of sound systems, Gwandara is said to have twenty-eight (28) 

consonants, namely, /p/, / b/, /t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /k/, /kp/, /kw/, /kj/, /g/, /gb/, /gw/ /gj/, /ʃ/, /dʒ/, /n/, /m/, /ŋ/, /ŋw/, 

/l/, /h/, /j/, /y/, /r/, /w/, //ts /, /tz/ (but /(f)/, /(v)/, /(tʃ)/ exclusive because they are not present in the majority 

dialect which is the one under study) (Mustapha, The Gwandara 57), as against English with only twenty-

four (24) consonants: /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/,  /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/,  /l/, /h/, /r/, 

/w/, /j/. In the same vein, Gwandara has up to twenty-seven (27) vowels while English has only twenty (20), 

or twenty-five (25), triphthongs inclusive (Mustapha, Understanding 125). 

Basically, we can see that both English and Gwandara have the following consonants in common: 

/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /dʒ/, /l/, /h/, /n/, /m/, /ŋ/, /r/, /j/ and /w/. Differences occur where some 

English consonants do not have their Gwandara equivalent and vice versa. This can be illustrated thus: 

while the English /ʒ/, /θ/, /ð/, /f/, /v/ and /tʃ/ are completely absent in the Gwandara sound system, the 

Gwandara diaphragms (double-lettered consonants), /kp/, /gb/, /kw/, /gw/, /kj/, /gj/, /ts/, /tz/, /ŋw/ and /y/ are 

also absent in the English sound system. 

As for summary of the two vowel systems, the English vowels cannot easily be equated with the 

Gwandara vowels. English, being a ‘stress-timed language’ (Crystal, Net, Aug. 23/2012), has its vowel 

categories as displayed in the charts as monophthongs (single vowel set), diphthongs (two vowel set 

resulting in a glide pronunciation form) and triphthongs (three vowel set). The Gwandara vowel system, on 

the other hand, does not have such divisions; but only has a set of five (5) vowel categories resembling 

those of the cardinal vowels – /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, with each having its distinct variants as established in the 

chart above. All these five (5) vowel categories may have their English equivalent except for their variants 
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each, which virtually have different pronunciations from the English ones (Mustapha, The Gwandara 92). 

This is akin to fact that the “Gwandara (being a tonal language) can be seen as a syllable-timed language, 

just like many other African languages” (Mustapha 44). The pioneer work/book on Gwandara orthography 

and phonology authored by Muhammad Mustapha in 2013 serves us a great deal of material for reference 

purposes as far as Gwandara orthography and sound system are concerned. 

Examples of English Words with their Corresponding Phonemic Transcriptions as Indication of 

Parallelism Nature of English Ortho-phonemic Rules 

Enough /ɪnʌf/, knife /naɪf/, know /nəʊ/, psyche /saɪkɪ/, psychology /saɪkɒlədʒɪ/, education /edʒʊkeɪʃn/, 

prvision /prəvɪʒn/, decision /dɪsɪʒn/, sachet /sæʃeɪ/, champain /ʃæmpeɪn/, sign /saɪn/, high /haɪ/, gate /geɪt/, 

mate /meɪt/, sale /seɪl/, climb /klaɪm/, plumber /plʌmə/, bucket /bʌkɪt/, market /mɑːkɪt/, love /lʌv/, church 

/tʃɜːtʃ/, choir /kwaɪə/, echo /ekəʊ/, blood /blʌd/, burn /bɜːn/, coup /kuː/, corps /kɔː/, tough /tʌf/, suffer /sʌfə/, 

debtor /detə/, limb /lɪm/, receipt /rɪsɪt/, debut /debjuː/, occur /əkɜː/, mortgage /mɔːgɪdʒ/, castle /kɑːsl/, reign 

/reɪn/, listen /lɪsn/, flood /flʌd/, brochure /brəʊʃə/, fight /faɪt/, apple /æpl/, rare /reə/, bide /baɪd/, word /wɜːd/, 

shade /ʃeɪd/, could /kʊd/, pure /pjʊə/, birth /bɜːθ/, cut /kʌt/, etc. (Mustapha, Understanding…, {picked from 

several pages on English consonants section}) 

Examples of Gwandara Words with their Corresponding Phonemic Transcriptions (plus English 

Interpretations) as Indication of Derivational Nature of Gwandara Ortho-phonemic Rules 

Orunkú /orunkú/ ({n} a knock on the head), lókoshī /lókoshī/ ({n} time), koboro /koboro/ ({n} shoe; boot), 

yūrū /yūrū/ ({v} to enter), bílā /bílā/ ({v} to leave/to quit), kulâ /kulâ/ ({n} dust), olondom or olendem 

/olondom/olendem/ ({n} cobra), dolā /dolā/ ({n} gutter), dólā /dólā/ ({n} dirt; filth; carving), sōmbōlō 

/sōmbōlō/ ({n} mosquito), láyī /láyī/ ({n} life; soul), minyo or kpátáká /minjo/kpátáká/ ({adj/adv} all; 

completely), nyashī  /jashī/ ({n} sand), gényā /génjā/ ({n} leave), nyúnwā /júŋwā/ ({n} hunger), kyīrī /kyīrī/ 

({v} to push), gbagyī /gbagyī/ ({n} ridge; garbage portion), amgbasâ /amgbasâ/ ({n} a masquerade), mgbá 

or ógbá /mgbá/ógbá/ (well done! [as in greeting]), kpumgbolo or kingbolo or kiringbo 

/kpumgbolo/kingbolo/kiringbo/ ({n} stool; chair; seat), otakpéré /otakpéré/ ({n} flute), kwáyī /kwáyī/ ({v} 

to pack), dĕnde /dĕnde/ ({adj} smaller one; younger one), dende /dende/ ({adj} smaller ones), etc. 

(Mustapha, The Gwandara… {picked from several pages on Gwandara consonants section}) 

 

Theoretical Model 

This research work used the weak version 

of contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) 

advocated by Wardhaugh as an apt theoretical 

basis for the study. It is the research 

understanding that the contrastive analysis 

hypothesis has about three different versions, 

namely: the strong, the weak and the moderate 

version. But all these take their roots in the 

theoretical foundations laid in Contrastive 

Analysis (CA) by Lado in the late 1950s and later 

expanded by James. CA is an instructive 

investigative approach based on the distinctive 

elements of the (two) competing languages, 

which actually evolved as a framework of 

investigation into the difficulties encountered in 

the second language (L2) learning.  

Meanwhile, it is also instructive to note 

that CAH came to be used in CA as an extractive 

conglomeration resulting from ‘identity 

hypothesis’ versus ‘contrastive hypothesis’, 

where identity hypothesis asserts that the 

acquisition of one language has little or no 

influence on the acquisition (learning) of another 

language but contrastive hypothesis claims that 

the structure of L1 affects the acquisition of L2 

(Klein 23). Taking this further, Yang asserts that 

“the term ‘contrastive hypothesis’ refers to the 

theory itself while ‘contrastive analysis’ focuses 

on the method of implementation of the 

hypothesis...‘Contrastive analysis hypothesis’ 

emphasises both the theory and method 

simultaneously” (133). 

Lado claims (in its strong version): “In 

the comparison between native and foreign 

languages lies the key to ease or difficulty in 

foreign language learning...those elements that 

are similar to [L2 learner’s] native language will 

be simple for him, and those elements that are 

different will be difficult” (1-2). Stockwell et al. 

probably advance their proposition of ‘hierarchy 

of difficulty’ (what others call levels of difficulty 
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to explain the prediction stage of the procedures 

of CAH based on the above claim; saying that 

“when the structures of the given two languages 

are similar, positive transfer will occur, while 

with those that are different, a negative transfer 

will take place. Where there is no relation 

between those structures of the two languages, 

zero transfer will occur” (qtd. in Yang 135). 

Moreover, it is imperative to note that 

much of what contrastive analysts presented 

followed Bloomfieldian structuralist model 

procedure of (a) description (i.e. a formal 

description of the two languages is made); (b) 

selection (i.e. certain items, which may be entire 

subsystems or areas observed to pose difficulty, 

are selected for comparison); (c) comparison (i.e. 

the identification of areas of similarity and 

difference); (d) prediction (i.e. identifying which 

areas are likely to cause errors) (Ellis 25-27). 

The strong version of CAH championed 

by Lado claims the ability to predict difficulty 

through comparison. The assumption here is that 

the two languages can be compared a priori. 

However, according to Ellis, the accuracy of 

prediction will always be open to doubt if the 

strong version fails to specify the conditions that 

determine if, and when interference takes place. 

Hence, Wardhaugh felt the strong version was 

inadequate to handle all the claims proposed in 

CAH despite its good intent and foundational 

advantage on pedagogy. He thus notes that CA 

has intuitive appeal, and that teachers and 

linguists have successfully used “the best 

linguistic knowledge available...in order to 

account for observed difficulties in second 

language learning”. Wardhaugh calls such 

observational use of CA as “the weak version of 

CAH”. Here, the emphasis shifts from the 

predictive power of relative difficulty to the 

explanatory power of observable errors (The 

Contrastive 126). Linguistic difficulties are here 

explained (more scientifically) a posteriori 

instead of being predicted a priori. The weak 

version by implication means something close to 

getting down to the business of fieldwork. 

The moderate version, on the other hand, 

introduced by Oller and Ziahosseiny, seems to 

focus more on similarities between the two 

systems. This is the same sense decoded from 

Brown when he puts that “interference can 

actually be greater when items to be learned are 

more similar to existing items than when items 

are entirely new and unrelated to exiting items”. 

This is a further explanation of what the major 

proponents claim as the ‘technical’ idea applying 

it to human learning, because to them similarity is 

a source of confusion (162). 

Data Presentation and Analysis 

Data was collected from the field work, 

where random selection of respondents from the 

educated Gwandara natives of Shabu town, 

Kwandare town and Tudun Gwandara suburbs of 

Lafia city in Lafia Local Government Area of 

Nasarawa State, Nigeria was carried out. 

Interviews were conducted while the researchers 

recorded and transcribed the recorded materials 

from the selected respondents. Of all the 

respondents, three were sampled out and their 

features displayed here and analysed to represent 

three different groups identified (for each) by the 

uniqueness of their pronunciation patterns. 

Analysis and Discussion of Transcribed 

Interviews Conducted  

Question One: Sir, what do you think is the 

factor responsible for low performance of 

children in this primary school? 

Question Two: Between boys and girls, which 

sex do you observe to be doing better in academic 

performance in your class? 

Question Three: Finally, Sir, what advice would 

you leave for the children and any party involved 

as a way of finding solution to the problem? 
 

Respondent 1 

First response: De (the) problem, I tink (think) is 

related to lack of provission (provision) of 

materials for teashas (teachers) to teash (teach) 

very well. Canculate (Calculate) de (the) nomber 

(number) of students in class and compare wit 

(with) de (the) writing and learning materials, 

you will see de (the) difference. 

Second response: Eh, gels (girls) in my class 

perform lower dan (than) de (the) boys. I don’t 

know for orders (others). 

Third response: I will call on de (the) 

constituted autority (authority) to please com 

(come) to our aid. Tank (thank) you. 

Respondent 2 

First response: Well, ah…! I tink (think) de (the) 

shidren (children) demselbes (themselves) don’t 

want to face deir (their) stodies (studies). If you 
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give dem (them) class walk (work) to do, 

especially to caculate (calculate) figures widint 

(within) demselbes, dey would not do. 

Second response: No! deir (their) performances 

are always in brancket (bracket) in my class. 

Third response: My advice goes to de (the) 

shildren (children) to be serious and dat (that) 

deir (their) fadas (fathers) and modas (mothers) 

at home should try keep an eye on dem (them). 

Respondent 3 

First response: In my own observation, de (the) 

problem is a collective one. De (the) govment 

(government) have deir (their) own, de (the) 

children have deir (their) own, de teachers also 

have deir (their) own as well as the parents too. 

You can imagine children coming back from 

school wit (with) noting (nothing) to eat at home, 

probably having gone to school widout (without) 

eating. 

Second response: Well, in my class boys seem to 

be betta (better) dan (than) de gels (girls). It is 

like the boys are de (the) drivas (drivers) while 

gels (girls) are like de (the) condoctors 

(conductors), except for som (some) few 

occassions (occasions). 

Third response: Okay, I will give my piece of 

advice to de (the) entire society. Let os (us) wake 

op (up) and give dese (these) children de (the) 

basic tings (things) dey (they) need in life so dey 

(they) can plant and even reap deir (their) seeds 

tomorrow. 

The above findings can be further analysed 

phonologically noting the intellectual capacity of 

each respondent as displayed in his speech using 

Cruttenden’s categorisations of ‘RESTRICTED 

INTELLIGIBILITY’, ‘MINIMAL GENERAL 

INTELLIGIBILITY’, and ‘PERFORMANCE OF 

HIGH ACCEPTABILITY’ (298-299) thus: 

Respondent 1 Features (Analysis) 

Respondent 1 fits into our description of a typical 

Gwandara speaker of English which, according to 

Cruttenden, has only reached the “level of 

RESTRICTED INTELLIGIBILITY”. This is 

because his speeches throughout; from the first to 

the third responses are marred with intrusion or 

mother tongue interference. We may begin to 

count them thus: the misuse of de /de/ for the 

/ðɪː/, tink /tiŋk/ for think /θɪŋk/, provission 

/prɒviʃɒn/ for provision /prɒvɪʒn/, teasha /tɪːʃa/ 

for teacher /tɪːtʃə/, canculate /kankulet/ for 

calculate /kælkjʊleɪl/, nomba /nɒmba/ for number 

/nʌmbə/, wit /wit/ for with /wɪθ/, gels /gels/ for 

girls /gɜːlz/, dan /dan/ for than /ðæn/, orders 

/ɔːdas/ for others /ʌðəz/, autority /ɔːtɔːriti/ for 

authority /əθɔːrɪtɪ/, com /kɒm/ for come /kʌm/, 

tank /taŋk/ for thank /θæŋk/. 

Respondent 2 Features (Analysis) 

This respondent’s speech also shows throughout 

typical features of Gwandara pronunciation of the 

English sounds. But, there are some remarkable 

idiolectal differences even at this faulty stage. 

Here also, we can first count the irregularities like 

the ones found in the first respondent’s features, 

such as the misuse of tink /tiŋk/ for think /θɪŋk/, 

shildren /ʃildren/ for children /tʃildrən/, stodies 

/stɒdis/ for studies /stʌdɪz/, deir /deə/ for their 

/ðeə/, dem /dem/ for them /ðem/, walk /wɔːk/ for 

work /wɜːk/, caculate /kakulet/ for calculate 

/kælkjʊleɪl/, brancket /braŋket/ for bracket 

/brækɪt/, dat /dat/ for that /ðæt/, fadas /fɑːdas/ for 

father /fɑːðəz/, modas /mɒdas/ for mothers 

/mʌðəz/, etc. 

However, unlike other Gwandara 

speakers of English who have overcome their 

inherent difficulties of articulating /v/ (because of 

its absence in their mother tongue), inflection of 

/t/ and /ŋ/ in an environment not phonologically 

conditioned, as earlier established, Respondent 2 

seems not to have grown above that level. This is 

seen in his constant misuse of demselbes 

/demselbs/ for themselves /ðemselvz/; his misuse 

of widint /widint/ for within /wɪðɪn/ and brancket 

/braŋket/ for bracket /brækɪt/. This respondent 

can hence be placed under the Cruttenden’s 

categorisation of ‘RESTRICTED 

INTELLIGIBILITY’ level because his features 

are clear enough to set him wide and far away 

from that of the native-like features, not even the 

‘MINIMAL GENERAL INTELLIGIBILITY’, 

not even the ‘PERFORMANCE OF HIGH 

ACCEPTABILITY’ popularised by Crittenden. 

Respondent 3 Features (Analysis) 

This respondent may be placed under the 

category of ‘MINIMAL GENERAL 

INTELLIGIBILITY’, but not the 

‘PERFORMANCE OF HIGH 

ACCEPTABILITY’ (i.e. near standard variety) 

itself. The reason being the fact that despite he 

seems to have improved his phonemic 

competence or performance (overcoming some 
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inherently Gwandara problems), to be a step 

above both respondents 1 and 2, some 

irregularities still occur. These, we identify in his 

misuse of de for the, deir for their, widout for 

without, condoctors for conductors, occassion for 

occasion, os for us, op for up, tings, dese, dan, 

gels, etc. These, however, match the general 

phonological features of the ‘Popular Nigerian 

English’ claimed in the academic circle. 

These models have been set forth to 

distinguish between learners of English at the 

levels of RESTRICTED INTELLIGIBILITY, 

MINIMAL GENERAL INTELLIGIBILITY, 

PERFORMANCE OF HIGH ACCEPTANCE 

(Cruttenden), or what Jowitt calls NEAR-

STANDARD VARIETY. This is the case where, 

like in this study, we could see some respondents 

perform poorly than the others. Despite belonging 

to one linguistic group, but because of their 

differences in academic and social backgrounds 

as well as their different levels of exposure, some 

tend to attain a particular level of intelligibility or 

proficiency than the others. The result of which is 

their ability to avoid or overcome some major 

phonemic problems inherent in their ethnic 

group. 

Summary of Findings 

From the analysis in the foregoing, the 

following have been identified as the research 

findings: 

i. The results of the exercise revealed that some 

Gwandara speakers introduce the alveolar plosive 

consonant /t/ to negotiate with the ending velar 

nasal /ŋ/ or alveolar nasal /n/; thereby adding /t/ 

at the end of a word, as in: ‘amongt’ for among, 

‘backingt’ for backing, ‘withint’ for within etc.; 

ii. Again, the velar nasal /ŋ/ is being introduced 

by others right before the velar plosive /k/ 

appearing in medial positions, as can be seen in 

‘brancket’ for bracket; 

iii. Findings also revealed cases of replacement 

and omission where the alveolar nasal /n/ is used 

to replace the alveolar lateral /l/, as in 

‘canculator’ for calculator;  

iv. In some cases, the /l/ is completely omitted, as 

in ‘caculator’ while in other cases; though by 

some lesser group who have only attained low 

level of literacy, the bilabial approximant /w/ is 

being introduced and the /l/ omitted so that it 

sounds like ‘cwaculator’; 

v. It was again observed that the degrees of errors 

are not homogeneous; the respondents exhibited 

the aforementioned errors in varying degrees; i.e. 

not all respondents were found with all the 

identified errors in this study 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

From the study, the researchers are convinced 

to draw conclusion that Gwandara and English 

languages do not share the same linguistic 

properties, akin to their different language 

families. As such, effort by the Gwandara natives 

to articulate some English words pays little to do 

with accuracy of the native-like speakers. This, of 

course, is the case with every second or foreign 

speaker of a language, except that for English the 

case is somewhat difficult than usual due to the 

wide range of contrast or non-correspondence 

between the orthography (spelling) and phonemic 

system (pronunciation). 

In order to help the target population to 

improve on their problems identified in this 

research findings, this study finds it pertinent to 

recommend the following suggestions: 

 That the Gwandara speakers of English 

should make stringent effort to become 

fully aware of their innate tendencies to 

commit the pronunciation errors 

identified in this research work (because 

knowing one’s problems is halfway 

solving them), so that they will be able to 

identify areas of similarity as well as 

difference between English and 

Gwandara. This way, it will be easy for 

them to check or correct those English 

pronunciation difficulties inherent in 

them; 

 That the Gwandara speakers of English 

should again take every necessary step to 

do away with that generational notion 

(mispronunciation habit, otherwise called 

‘interlanguage norm’ by some scholars) 

that ‘anything goes’ with English 

pronunciations. Let them know that in 

English not everything goes. This is 

because, unlike in Gwandara, spellings 

do not correspond their pronunciations 

for the most part in English. Hence, 

adequate time be given to studying them 

each. 
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